SARA CRANGLE
from Wild Ascending Lisp
XVIII
Proxy me:
yield towards fence, overshoot the splintered boundary.
No warm milk in sight, the blue blue spikes the ear, a melodious clap
strikes the tongue’s gag; squeeze breath from the throat, wring
hoarsening
stones of air.
Bristled skin a platform, thick nails set in cushions of gosling
and spit; buttons smatter to grass fury-ﬂayed, maroon, bent double.
Lash for this self neither me nor mine; this violation of all reﬂection.

XXXI
In the distance,
a sky clatters
to its heap. Behold
the gouge leaned perilous,
the yank rotten at the door;
smut banked high to no avail,
undulate rank, cognizant, orn-toed
lanked cloud chunked higher, scudded
debris eaten through slat and spatter.
Behold the pismire, a target round and
wet on a child’s behind, held up for view
by a woman neither weeping nor drowning.
Cut the distance
with these blades of grass;
shorn, the planet shows its layers
and wrinkles, the hooves of quadrupeds
shine free, noses are powdered with the dust
of mastodons. Sibilant, I ascend to any nest.

MOUTHING WILD ASCENDING LISP
In his review of Wild Ascending Lisp Michael Kindellan hails the coming to
print of Sara Crangle’s long poem with a plea: ‘Her poems have, so far as I can tell,
inexplicably yet to receive by a selection of her countrymen and countrywomen
any serious comment whatsoever.’* If his incredulity—which this reader shares—
invites, then our point of departure is surely seriousness. Yet gravity is an extremely
diﬃcult fact: Kindellan’s sprung model swings backwards and forwards through
the tragi-comic double-act and settles nowhere: ‘Is she a fool; a prophet? For
myself, I am not disposed to accept her poems as evidence of either, having less
faith in latter-day fools or prophets than in this poet; assuredly, we cannot regard
her as a deceiver, though her poem messes us about with its no-nonsensical assault
on our brains...’ This response ranges through faith and authenticity, extending the
question of what this poetry knows by way of truth and nonsense, before returning
to the fact of a peculiar kind of encounter with “the language”. Yet Kindellan’s
pendulum isn’t out, but only stumbling after Crangle’s ‘song-o’; herded over tricksy
ground, rising and falling, pathetic/bathetic—like following a ‘child’s behind, held
up for view/ by a woman neither weeping nor drowning’ (XXXI). “Waving” slips
out, closing the possibility on reader-location—any reference to Stevie Smith is
at once denied and yet implicit—which is why to read this poem as a response
or rewrite of Whitman’s Song Of Myself only would not be exactly right. So how
might a reader comment on, or oﬀ (or even about or around) the suspected and
certainly felt seriousness of Wild Ascending Lisp?
To do the best we can is to mouth our way through it. If the present half-page
does not allow for comment of the serious kind this poetry asks, then it might
allow for a number of points of co-ordination useful to further maps (And did
your mother never tell you not to speak with your mouth full? And did you, even
so?!):
First: the word ‘lunk’ (II) which might be followed as 1. lunk colloq. (orig. U.S.).
A slow-witted, unintelligent person (OED) and also perhaps 2. lunk (v./n./ adj./
adv.) clunk without a c; slunk without an s; a rhyme-word for funk, ﬂunk, gunk
and quidnunc; ‘lurk’ with a diﬀerent consonant stem; a sound recurrently produced
in the following later lines of Sara Crangle’s Wild Ascending Lisp: ‘...undulate rank,
cognizant, orntoed/ lanked cloud chunked higher, scudded/ debris eaten through slat
and spatter’ [italics mine] (XXXI)(UNOFFICIAL)—which is why this reader
cannot agree with Kindellan’s description of this poem as ‘mostly unrhymed’.
Second: two mouthed examples of linguistic unease: XXVII, XLII.
Third: Ovid Metamorphoses Book IV; ‘Sibilant, I ascend to any nest’ (XXXI).
Fourth: ‘What is Speech and Language Therapy?’ answers provided by the
Royal College Of Speech and Language Therapy, <http://www.rcslt.org/speech_and_
language_therapy/what_is_an_slt>[accessed 18 October 2010] (cf. John Cage’s
piano police, who make their entrance in LI).
— LK
*Michael Kindellan, Review of Wild Ascending Lisp, Signals Magazine, <http://www.
signalsmagazine.co.uk/6/kindellan.php> [accessed 18 October 2010].

TIMOTHY THORNTON
Albumblatt

(anacrusis after Francesca Lisette)
Purely in terms of salt-lick descent, something
persistently is almost landed, on its sigil. Don’t take
your tongue oﬀ it—
SURSUM:
six-fold beeﬂakes gifted to Ariel above the eye,
and how she scatters!—sharpened in the upper
partials loudly round let us approach and
crane, press with oasthouse engagement into or
against some glow—
let us approach
ﬂüchtige hingemacht, with unadherent rizlas or
“these oaken ashes”; let the thing
arch, hung tight on the extrusion frame, all
acciaccature for the air; let the thing be
teased as ﬂesh of mackerel, tuck sugar soap
beneath: something again is, separatingly
as dry halfzware on the roundel or an Alp (and
on return a clef serif ), almost
too landed.
De-silt the fucking coracle or something. Misrender
volatile as philately; consider, twice, how glib
and irreversible is burning. Yet imploringly rust sheds
its trough informant, laughs oﬀ invisibly as ‘swattable’
a speaker grille. You should rescind this stuﬀ,
reverse the quincunx footage, sleety-Wenceslas (chant
tinfoil lacewings, so utterably glad—
(21.vi.2010)

Playing Boreads
What are we going to bulkhead it’s our thousandth riding it’s so bulkhead-crucial, we
it’s we repel we spray aback Skink-crucial, bulwark riding-Wrack, drag up these hooves
come on, bright as the widening interslat is, as precisely clanged as that, as is
obverse-oriented that, come on, twelve Horses scud up crucial, ﬂoorboard becoming
Wrack, become Skink-eucharistic, loam: sniﬀ the having-sniﬀed the having-felt
feel, this is neither always nor that often mere love: it is resolve, it’s it

is our thousandth riding cry, just think how to make things briskly happen, we
tonguing, sand-swimming, ﬁre retort we are Skink-markedly a barbican, we are
bulwark to the ﬁeld, a prising blade into the Skink-thing showing it’s opposite
to granular as a whole thing is, we’re shedding sand to mere resolve to loam
each other, daubing-Skink: What are we going to barbican it’s our having-rode
ridden, matrotrophic-Wrack and sniﬀ what is detectable in sigillary
twelve-Horse clanging underfoot this is, come on, this is resolve, it is
it’s feel like I’ve been poisoned, it’s so Horse-crucial dragging this momentum, we
aback to granular again, what Horse-shit claying loams so cuttable, I really
really don’t feel very well. From below the hedge, the sky looks like shit
in bits, the twigs the Wrack will bulkhead it. Think of some mass of livid weeping cutlassed
tuna-ﬂank like on the news, bisect the Skink-thing as you like but we, come on,
just as the mere sky would be enough, take a trot up, make briskly things scud
or happen, bloodless form bulwark the magazine drag the mere resolve to un-Wrack
hooves we’ll loam each other and the sky the Skink the Horse-Wrack into crucial one-ply
you’re going to have to help. I can’t move my fucking legs and my jaw gags, we
under this bastard hedge drag up those cows they’ve actually come home. Wrack-eucharist
is getting on my ankles. Come on. This is not a dialogue. This is Wrack-eucharist
and it clangs like it shouldn’t. This is not actually much fun. Last night we had
the Skink-thing, twelve Horses, clay, tuna ﬂesh, bulkheads, the way most people have
sex. You’re going to have to help. Bright as the widening cloudbreak is, as crucial
and as ungranular, this isn’t going to work: What are we going to bulwark it’s
our most recent riding since the last but that’ll do, it’ll have to fucking
do, it’ll have to make things bulwark-crucial, I will not let us let this one
dry out like some kiln-fresh daubing-Wrack gavotte. Right you: we are to bulkhead, we
we are to barbican to bulwark-eucharist more fresh and all our legs are working
ﬁne above the straw-Wrack than a whole thing is, we’re shedding sand to mere love
which is mere clay it is mere having-clayed across the whole sky together, broach
through twelve-Horse it is no-Horse it is no-Wrack, ride the eucharistic Skink-spit
which is us, I mean, we’re ﬂying right, we are a direction, we are not
aback, the hedge a million miles behind, the sky the colour of a cutlassed chunk
of tuna-ﬂank, did I mention how all right my jaw all of a sudden is, we
skate the Skink-chaﬀ, crackling in the crabbing sun some massive haybale-shaped thing, we
we’re bulkhead-crucial we’re we are so much more than that haybale-shaped thing,
come on, spit up, Skink-loam us, this is the time and place our thousand and ﬁrst wholly Wrackless
riding, nasty skewering broach stuck in that haybale-shaped thing like a fucked ﬂag
but ignore the haybale-shaped thing, broach the sky with some warming Skink-spit, we
can shift our fucking legs in the way most people can’t shift ﬂoorboards, spit some warming
spit in me, hold on we’ll ask somebody more one-ply how did the dry run go
hold on we’ll spit some mass, more one-ply, bulkhead-broach some mass, spit up, spray, spit oﬀ

ON PUNCTUATION IN TIMOTHY THORNTON’S “JOCUND DAY”
If we are to follow Donald Davie’s thesis that syntax in poetry operates
as a kind of “silent music”, then punctuation – the mute indicators which
delimit and disclose the outermost sense-envelope of clausal architecture
– may represent the moments where this silence is most oppressively
ampliﬁed, of where we as readers are most critically deafened. What is an
indiﬀerence for the ear becomes a matter of exclusive urgency for the eye,
commissioned as sole agent in gauging the signiﬁcance – or signiﬁcant
likelihoods – of the markers or sign-posts which structure and enclose
that which is orally transmissible.
To call the use of punctuation in “Jocund Day” excessive would be
to miss the point. For as it accumulates in dense thickets and clusters
within and without this text, punctuation begins to assume the gestalt of a
personality, one directly and malignantly opposed to the ambitions of the
speaking subject. The dispassionate micro-management and canalization
of an otherwise plaintive (at times approaching desperate) register into a
series of abrupt apportionments and equivalencies leaves the impression
of a brash editorial conﬁdence imposing itself in the airspace of an
already-hesitant, already-intimidated voice. Here punctuation bullies
speech. This is a bullying possible only by dint of the radical discontinuity
of punctuation’s function in the poem: with footholds at either end of
the semantic spectrum it may lay claim to be either a musical or a logical
operator, may equally disavow either function in favour of the other
and ultimately thereby evade analysis or interior qualiﬁcation. The two
most proliﬁcally employed punctuation marks in this poem are the colon
and the forward slash, seemingly poised in almost dialogic opposition.
Yet both are vocationally ﬂexible. As the colon leans demonstratively
forward (suggesting sequential logic, hypotaxis) it simultaneously points
backwards (suggesting lateral equivalence, parataxis): the gate between
two vertical points permitting bidirectional semantic transfer. And as the
forward slash eﬀects a violent stoppage to the text matter which precedes
it, it also stands in to render commensurate that which follows. What
then is the reader to assume - where is the eye to go and interpretive
faculty to follow - when both marks are breathlessly collocated into a
new and self-contradictory hybrid mark recalling a splinter of hypertext
protocol or disﬁgured emoticon in “All lay :/ unremarkable”? In blaring
mute eﬀort to ﬁnd voice, singing to the eye alone, punctuation distorts its
conventional utility and turns against itself.
— M W-H
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